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1 Decree c. Arellano Cedillo, May 9, 2017, (Aprutini, Italy). English trans. by
Rev. Augustine Mendonça, JCD. Translated and published with permission of
the Dean of the Roman Rota.

T

Decree coram Arellano Cedillo,
May 9, 2017, (Aprutini, Italy)1

Appeal against the First Instance
Affirmative Sentence (can. 1680, §2)

he undersigned Fathers Auditors of the Turnus, legitimately
gathered at the seat of the Tribunal of the Roman Rota on 9 May

2017, in order to resolve the preliminary question: “Whether the
appeal against the affirmative sentence of the Regional Tribunal
of Aprutini, which declared on 3 November 2015 the nullity of
marriage, in the case, must be admitted, or the affirmative
sentence of the prior grade must be confirmed, according to the
norm of can. 1680, §2,” issued this decree.

Roberto, born on 9 February 1971, the petitioner in this cause,
and Helena, born on 15 May 1973, the respondent in the case, met in
1996. Both were Catholic. There arose mutual attraction between
these young people, and in a very short period of time the parties
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developed a love relationship. Therefore, after about three years of
courtship relationship, both contracted marriage in canonical form on
28 May 1999 in the Catholic Church.

Because conjugal life, which was blessed with two children,
turned unhappy and ended nearly fourteen years after the marriage;

Because the man approached the Regional Ecclesiastical Tribunal
for recovering his freedom before the Church by having his marriage
declared null on the ground of simulation perpetrated by himself;

Because it was determined on July 1, 2013 at the above said
Tribunal, the doubt about which there would be discussion of whether
there is proof of nullity of marriage in the case on the ground of total
simulation perpetrated by the petitioner and, subordinately, on the
ground of defect of discretion of judgment and incapacity to assume
the essential obligations of marriage on the part of both;

Because, after the completion through the hearing of both parties
and four witnesses as well as an expert report carried out ex officio,
and after doing everything that was needed to be done, the tribunal
approached issued on November 3, 2015, a definitive affirmative
sentence, that is, there is proof of nullity of the marriage, in the case,
on both grounds and on the part of both parties;

Because, the respondent legitimately interposed an appeal before
the Roman Rota against the same sentence; because the Turnus was
properly constituted, and observations in favor of the bond, similarly
of the parties, have been presented to Us;

Because, the legitimately constituted Turnus must first of all see
whether the appeal against the affirmative sentence of the first grade
must be admitted or whether the affirmative sentence of the prior grade
must be confirmed in accord with the norm of can. 1680, §2;

In view of the fact that the tribunal of appeal can confirm the
affirmative sentence of the first grade under the regime of the new
canon only when the appeal clearly appears merely dilatory;
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In view of the fact that a party, who considers self- aggrieved by
the sentence, has the right to introduce a complaint of nullity of the
sentence before the higher judge (cf. can. 1628); likewise, in view of
the fact that in causes involving nullity of marriage, the party who
considers self- aggrieved, in accord with the norm of law, has the right
to interpose an appeal against the sentence declaring the nullity of
marriage, which does not become executive (cf. can. 1680, §1);

In view of the fact that in the Apostolic Letter issued in the form
of Motu proprio, Mitis Iudex Dominus Iesus, by which canons of
the Code of  Canon Law on causes for declaring the nullity of marriage,
namely “of Book VII of the Code of Canon Law, Part III, Title I,
Chapter I, Causes concerning declaration of nullity of marriage
(cann. 1671-1691), are revised, and hence – they are entirely
substituted as of December 8, 2015 as follows” in art. 4: “The
judgement, its appeals and execution,” under can. 1680, §2, one reads:
“After the time limits established by law for the appeals and its
prosecution have passed, and after the judicial acts have been received
by the tribunal of higher instance, the college of judges is established,
the defender of the bond is designated, and the parties are admonished
to propose observations within the prescribed time limit; after this
time period has passed, if the appeal clearly appears merely dilatory,
the collegiate tribunal confirms the sentence of the prior instance by
decree”;

In view of the fact that what is stated in the paragraph, as one
reads in a decree coram Todisco, if the law had used the expression
“to confirm,” which smacks of only a technical judgement, but not
the merit, these notations need not have been placed! But paragraph
2 of can. 1680 of CIC uses the verb to confirm but not the expression
to ratify; therefore, the Tribunal of Appeal should discern the truth
from facts, from circumstances, from surroundings and from supportive
elements; wherefore, on the part of Appeal Tribunal, the procedural
elements must be weighed globally and in accord with the norm of
can. 1608 of CIC and in accord with art. 12 of the norms governing
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the manner of proceeding stated in the Motu proprio “Mitis Judex
Dominus Jesus”;

In view of the fact that the respondent’s appeal to Us has been
proposed on the basis of grave motives because of which the cause
must be dealt with in the appeal grade;

In view of the fact that it does not seem particularly clear why
more serious contradictions, seemingly present in the testimonies, the
appealed sentence resolved in a way favoring the petitioner’s thesis;

In view of the fact that it is of particularly great importance for
defining the cause the contradictions concern, among other things, the
question of fact, and as to the respondent, she does not know what
are the facts or arguments apt for sustaining her incapacity: there are
indeed some elements or defects of due knowledge of the same
respondent, that is, of her personality, are entirely not pertinent to the
subject matter;

In view of the fact that it is not entirely clear from the acts whether
the financial issues between the parties have been definitively resolved;
and this may certainly have importance for weighing the credibility of
the parties;

In view of the fact that in the in facto section of the above
mentioned sentence with respect to the respondent party, some
episodes are referred to without necessary critical evaluation of the
facts, particularly, the affective immaturity of the woman respondent.

Finally, in view of the fact that, despite some traces in the appealed
sentence, one thing is somehow proven with certainty for the present,
namely the woman seriously lacked affective maturity necessary for
eliciting human consent.

The appeal in this case evidently does not appear merely dilatory.

After reviewing all acts of the cause, and after carefully evaluating
the sentence of the first grade, and having carefully read the observations
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of the defender of the bond and observations of the parties, according
to the norm of can. 1680, §2, the same Undersigned Fathers Auditors
of the Turnus decided to respond to the preliminary question, as they
respond:

Affirmatively, that is, the appeal of the woman respondent
must be admitted in the case.

According to the custom at Our Apostolic Tribunal, using likewise
the same faculty granted by the Rescript during the Audience on
December 7, 2015, the Fathers determined the doubt to be: Whether
there is proof of nullity of marriage in the case.

Should the petitioner or the respondent fail to notify This Apostolic
Tribunal within thirty days from receipt of this notification that he/she
wishes to pursue the cause, the cause will be safely deposited in the
archive.

Given in Rome, at the seat of the Tribunal of the Roman
Rota, on 9 May 2017.

Alexander Arellano Cedillo, Ponens
David-Maria A. Jaeger
Vitus Angelus Todisco
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